Holidays by Steam
2021

Including The Highlands & Islands, Flying Scotsman to Edinburgh,
The Welsh Dragon and Mayflower to Devon & Cornwall

Book Now | Call: 01483 209 888 OR VISIT: www.SteamDreams.co.uk
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Welcome...
There is plenty to celebrate in the 2021 edition of our
Holidays by Steam brochure. Little did we know when
we printed our 20th anniversary brochure last year
what lay around the corner but they say every cloud has
a silver lining and indeed it does. Whilst we sadly had
to postpone or cancel some fabulous holidays in 2020 it
has given us plenty of time to put together a bespoke
programme for 2021 full of exceptional experiences
and remarkable destinations. If you can’t wait to plan
your next trip, let us inspire you with something to look
forward to. Whether you are a returning customer or
new passenger you won’t be disappointed with the many
wonderful journeys to choose from.
We start our holiday season in May with one of our most
popular trips, The Highlands and Islands Explorer. This nine-day
holiday takes in some of Scotland’s most sought after locations
with incredible views and stunning scenery and for those
visiting the Outer Hebrides, a stay in a castle with exclusive
use for Steam Dreams guests!
This will shortly be followed in June by one of the most iconic
steam journeys in the world as we head back to Scotland but
this time with Flying Scotsman to Edinburgh. Our four day
long weekend will re-trace the historical route made famous
by this iconic engine. With three nights in the vibrant city of
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Edinburgh which holds two UNESCO designations passengers
will find plenty to do and see.
As the heat of the summer gives way to balmier days we will
be making our way to Wales in early September for a five-day
break on our Welsh Dragon tour. This spectacular journey
takes in all the most beautiful lines of Wales including journeys
along the stunning Cambrian Coast and Central Wales line.
No trip to Wales would be complete however, without a visit
to the internationally famous Italianate village of Portmeirion
where passengers will have the chance to visit the beautiful
houses and magnificent gardens.
Our final holiday for 2021 takes us to Devon and Cornwall in
late September with Mayflower. Here passengers will be able
to take in some of the most iconic sights along the South EastCoast including the picturesque sea wall at Dawlish where we
will travel double-headed by steam, no doubt attracting quite a
bit of attention as we go!
In 2022 we have New Zealand firmly in our sights with our
much heralded trip re-scheduled for October. This promises
to be the trip of a lifetime as we take in both North and
South Islands covering over a thousand miles of steam-hauled
train travel as well as the most breath-taking landscapes on
the planet.
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THE HIGHLANDS &
ISLANDS EXPLORER
Thursday 6 th May 2021 – Friday 14 th
May 2021
Our popular Highlands & Islands Explorer returns to
Scotland in 2021, providing a unique opportunity to
traverse the spectacular Highlands landscape by steam.
With delicious food on board, specially selected hotels
in some of Scotland’s most sought-after locations and
impressive steam locomotives, all with the backdrop
of snow-capped peaks and bright sunshine, this holiday
promises to be unforgettable.
Highlights:
• Border Bridge at Tweedmouth
• The iconic Forth Bridge
• Coastal route through Aberdeen to Inverness

Day 1 – London to Edinburgh via York
We leave London behind a vintage diesel locomotive for
a quick run to York, where we will be joined by our own
Mayflower locomotive and an additional steam locomotive.
From here, the scenery just gets better and better. From
far-reaching views over the Cathedral City of Durham, the
Angel of the North to the Royal Border Bridge at Berwick
and the cliffs of the North East coast, the backdrop of our
first day sets the tone for the rest of the holiday.
Hotels in Edinburgh
Pullman Style Dining passengers will stay at The Scotsman
Hotel. Named after the ground-breaking national newspaper
who took up residence in these beautiful Baroque buildings,
The Scotsman of today is a luxury hotel. Alternatively Pullman
Style Dining passengers can also stay at the world-class
Balmoral Hotel in the heart of the city centre with views
towards the stunning Edinburgh Castle and a Michelin-starred
restaurant. Premier Dining passengers will stay at the stylish
Radisson Blu, located in the heart of historic Royal Mile
streets. Premium Standard passengers will stay at a centrally
located Ibis Hotel or similar.

• The Highland Main Line
• The rugged Cumbrian Coast
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Hotels in Inverness

After a leisurely breakfast in your hotel you are free to explore
this beautiful city which holds two UNESCO designations.
Edinburgh is home to many interesting attractions from its
iconic medieval castle, an extinct volcano, to Scotland’s crown
jewels. Activities range from sipping whisky, hiking up Arthur’s
Seat or going underground to explore some of the city’s
medieval past. Alternatively, join us on an organised excursion
which are likely to include Linlithgow Palace, the Royal Yacht
Britannia, and a trip on the Falkirk Wheel, a rotating boat lift
connecting the Forth and Clyde Canal with the Union Canal.

Pullman Style Dining passengers will be staying in either
the Macdonald New Drumrossie Hotel or the Kingsmills
Hotel. Both these hotels are of a high standard and with
a deserved reputation for beautiful rooms and top-quality
dining. Premier Dining passengers will stay at the Palace
Hotel & Spa, just a few steps from Inverness City Centre.
Premium Standard passengers will be staying at a centrally
located Premier Inn or similar.

Day 3 – Edinburgh to Inverness via Aberdeen

On days 4, 5, 6 & 7 passengers have two options. You can
either choose to spend more time in the Highlands, with an
optional trip along the Far North Line to Dunrobin, and a
journey south via the West Highland line , or take a journey
across the Highlands to Kyle of Lochalsh and onwards to
the Outer Hebrides.

After breakfast in our hotels, we set out over the iconic
Forth Railway Bridge, granting us views which on a clear day
extend up to 20 miles. We continue through Fife towards
Perth, crossing the Tay Bridge before reaching Dundee. Our
route from here will take us via the beautiful coastal route to
Aberdeen, where we will have a short lunchtime break. Known
the world over for its distinctive granite architecture, the
buildings are home to elegant places to shop and to dine in, as
well the truly enlightening Aberdeen Art Gallery. Head down to
the harbour to watch the boats come and go, and spot dolphins
leaping at the harbour mouth. Leaving Aberdeen, we continue
along the rural line to Inverness, arriving in the early evening.

THE HIGHLANDS & ISLANDS EXPLORER

Day 2 – Day at leisure in Edinburgh

Days 4, 5, 6 & 7 – TWO OPTIONS

Read overleaf for more information about The Highlands
and The Islands options.

Book Now | Call: 01483 209 888 OR VISIT: www.SteamDreams.co.uk
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HIGHLANDS OPTION
Over the next three days you will have a chance
to sample some of the most scenic lines in Europe
– Inverness to The Kyle of Lochalsh, Inverness to
Dunrobin via the Far North Line, the journey south
via the Highland Main Line and finally along the Firth
of Clyde.
Day 4 – Inverness – optional day trip to Kyle of
Lochalsh or day at leisure
Today you have the chance to enjoy one of the great railway
journeys of the world across the Highlands from the West
Coast to the Kyle of Lochalsh as breath-taking scenery follows
breath-taking scenery.
Passengers will have the option to visit the iconic Eilean
Donan Castle (subject to government restrictions) before
rejoining the train for the return to Inverness.
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Day 5 – Inverness – optional day trip to Dunrobin
Castle or day at leisure
We will depart steam hauled for our optional day trip north
from Inverness across the beautiful scenery to the famous castle
of Dunrobin. The small station is just a 500-yard walk from the
castle that it serves having originally been built as a private
halt by the 3rd Duke of Sutherland and retains unusually low
platforms to this day. There will be a short time to explore the
magnificent castle and grounds, ancestral home of the Earls of
Caithness. Alternatively, passengers can stay on the train to Brora,
a small fishing village.
Passengers who opt to remain for a day at leisure in Inverness
will be offered a choice of excursions which will probably
include a trip to Cawdor Castle, Culloden Battlefield or a boat
trip on Loch Ness.
Day 6 – Inverness to Ayr via the Highland Main Line
After breakfast in our hotels we depart, steam-hauled, along
one of the most scenic lines in Scotland. The first part of
the route takes us through the Cairngorms National Park,
which even in May will see a dusting of snow on the
highest peaks.
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Pullman Style Dining passengers will stay at the Turnberry
Hotel, a luxury coastal resort offering fine dining options and
award-winning golf courses. Premier Dining passengers will

Black Five near Dunrobin Castle

stay at the Marine Troon Hotel, located right next to the
Royal Troon Golf Course. Premium Standard passengers will
stay at a Premier Inn or similar in Troon or Ayr.

HIGHLANDS OPTION

Our locomotives will be working hard as we head through the
spectacular Drumochter Pass, home to Drumochter Summit,
the highest point on the UK Railway Network. As we
continue south, the dramatic mountain scenery is replaced by
picturesque forest and rivers. Keen eyes will be able to spot
the Wallace Monument and the Falkirk Wheel as we head
towards the outskirts of Glasgow and through the Lowlands
to Ayr.

Day 7 – Troon or Turnberry – optional trip from
Ayr to Stranraer or day at leisure
Join us for a steam-hauled journey along the Firth of
Clyde from Ayr and enjoy the stunning scenery and
coastline, with views of The Cumbraes and The Isle of
Arran. Alternatively, enjoy a round of golf at one of the
prestigious local courses.

Eilean Donan Castle
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Isle of Skye

ISLANDS OPTION
Day 4 – Inverness to Lewis via the Kyle of Lochalsh
and the Isle of Skye
Enjoy a stunning journey to the Kyle of Lochalsh with B1
Mayflower which takes us coast to coast across the Highlands,
in the shadows of mountains and forests, beside bright lochs

and wide open moors. Keen eyes will spot the Torridon Peaks,
looming to the north, and on the final stretch of the journey,
the train picks its way along the coast to Lochalsh finishing with
magnificent views of Skye. We head by coach over the bridge to
Skye then by ferry to the Isle of Lewis, where we spend three
nights. Pullman Style Dining passengers and Premier Dining
passengers will stay at the stunning Lews Castle, a Victorian era
castle built as a country house for Sir James Matheson.

Lews Castle
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Day 7 – The Outer Hebrides to Troon

Over the course of two days, passengers will have the
chance to book optional excursions to explore some of the
fascinating historical sites on Lewis including the Black House
at Arnol and the well-preserved Carloway Broch – a circular,
dry-stone, 2,000-year-old fortified tower. Finally, we will visit
the Standing Stones of Callanish – the most dramatic of the
Western Isles’ monuments.

Travel from the Outer Hebrides to Glasgow Prestwick
by private flight, to meet the rest of the party in Turnberry
or Troon.

On day 6, Pullman Style Dining and Premier Dining passengers
will enjoy a celebratory dinner at Lews Castle. The perfect
opportunity to sample some of the delicious local produce
and to reminisce about your holiday so far with new friends.

Carloway Broch

ISLANDS OPTION

Day 5 & 6 – The Outer Hebrides

Pullman Style Dining passengers will stay at the Turnberry
Hotel, a luxury coastal resort offering fine dining options
and award-winning golf courses. Premier Dining passengers
will stay at the Marine Troon Hotel, located right next to
the Royal Troon Golf Course. Premium Standard passengers
will stay at a Premier Inn or similar in Troon or Ayr.

Standing Stones of Callanish
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B1 Mayflower

Day 8 – Ayr to Skipton via the Cumbrian Coast

MORSGAIL
TARBERT

After breakfast, all passengers will set off steam-hauled through
the lowlands of Scotland and cross the border to Carlisle for a
short lunchtime break.
In the afternoon, we travel along the stunning Cumbrian Coast
route, rarely used for steam charters, with nearly 100 miles
of stunning views as the railway line hugs the narrow strip
between The Irish Sea and the Lakeland Fells. On a clear day
you can see distant vistas of the Isle of Man and the Scottish
Coast. As the sun starts to set, we head towards the Dales and
the area known as Brontë Country where we will be spending
the final night of this holiday.

LOCHMADDY

ISLE OF SKYE

DUNROBIN

UIG

INVERNESS

KYLE OF LOCHALSH
ABERDEEN

THE ISLANDS
THE HIGHLANDS

PERTH

OPTIONAL TOURS
MAIN TOUR

EDINBURGH

GLASGOW

BERWICK

AYR
STRANRAER

CARLISLE
DURHAM
SKIPTON

YORK

Pullman Style Dining passengers will stay at the Coniston
Country Estate & Spa. Nestled on a 1400-acre estate, this 4 star
hotel overlooks its own stunning lake.
Premier Dining passengers will stay at the Devonshire Arms
Hotel & Spa in the heart of the Yorkshire Dales National Park.
Premium Standard passengers will stay at the Rendezvous Hotel
near Skipton’s town centre. Many of the rooms look out over
the Leeds Liverpool Canal to the foothills of the Yorkshire
Dales beyond.
Day 9 – Skipton to London
The last day of our trip dawns, and after breakfast in our hotels
we will head South travelling through the heart of England
along the Midland mainline, which is an unusual route for Steam
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LONDON

Dreams. Once we have passed through the edge of Leeds and
Sheffield we pass through the town of Chesterfield with its
famous bent spire, through the East Midlands and then over the
world famous Harringworth Viaduct between Melton Mowbray
and Corby before finally arriving at our destination, London
Victoria, as the rush hour ends.
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• For Pullman Style Dining and Premier Dining Passengers: Evening
meals on days 1, 3, 8 and 9 served on board the train

• 2 nights in Edinburgh, 3 nights in Inverness, 2 nights in Turnberry or
Troon, 1 night in Skipton
• Breakfast every day in your hotel

• C
 elebratory Dinner for Pullman Style Dining and Premier Dining
passengers at Lews Castle to be held as a private event on day 6

• For Pullman Style Dining and Premier Dining passengers: Evening
meals on days 1, 3, 6, 8 and 9, served on board the train

• D
 ays at leisure on days 2, 5 and 6 - optional excursions will be
bookable at later date (these are not included in the price)

• Days at leisure on days 2, 4, 5 and 7 when optional excursions will
be bookable at a later date (these are not included in the price)

• Transfers between the train and your hotel when appropriate
• A
 n additional day trip from Inverness to Kyle of Lochalsh by
steam on day 4 including elevenses or light lunch for dining
passengers (dependent on final timings).

• Luggage porterage service between the platform and your hotel
• Transfers between the train and your hotel when appropriate

• F erry crossing to Lewis on day 4 including a light supper for
Pullman Style Dining and Premier Dining passengers

What’s included – Islands package
• 2 nights in Edinburgh, 1 night in Inverness, 3 nights in Outer
Hebrides, 1 night in Turnberry or Troon, 1 night in Skipton

• T
 ravel from the Outer Hebrides to Glasgow Prestwick by
privately chartered plane and transfers to meet the rest of the
party in Turnberry or Troon on day 7

• Breakfast every day in your hotel

Class of travel Holiday price*

THE HIGHLANDS & ISLANDS EXPLORER / What’s included / fares

What’s included – Highlands package

Single
Supplement

Table
for two
Supplement

Islands
supplement*

Balmoral
Supplement
Double PP

Balmoral
Supplement
Single

Pullman
Style Dining

£3,995

£1,074

£750

£590

£150

£295

Premier Dining

£2,995

£500

£500

£690

–

–

Premium
Standard

£1,795

£330

–

£450

–

–

*per person, based on two sharing in a twin or double room. Payment schedule: 50% deposit payable upon booking and final
balance due 14 January 2021

Book Now | Call: 01483 209 888 OR VISIT: www.SteamDreams.co.uk
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The Flying Scotsman

The Flying Scotsman
to Edinburgh
Thursday 24 th June 2021 – Sunday
27 th June 2021
This incredible weekend tour retraces the historic
route synonymous with this iconic engine, as we
travel along the East Coast Main Line on the outward
journey and return via the world-famous Settle &
Carlisle Railway.
Passengers will have 3 nights in one of Europe’s most vibrant
cities where you can enjoy a 360-degree view of stunning
architecture, beautiful gardens and of course, high above the
city, Edinburgh Castle itself.
• Journey over the Border Bridge on the outward journey and
the Settle & Carlisle Railway on the return
• D
 epart from Kings Cross on day one and return to London
Euston on day four
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Day 1: Thursday 24th June London to Edinburgh
Departing from London King’s Cross hauled by vintage diesel
we take a fast run up the East Coast mainline to York, where
we pick up Flying Scotsman and can enjoy a couple of hours
exploring this vibrant city.
Leaving York in the afternoon, Flying Scotsman will haul
our train at express speeds along the very line for which
it was designed. The scenery along this part of the route
is outstanding starting with distant views of the Yorkshire
Moors and the Pennines, followed by Durham Cathedral and
Gormley’s famous sculpture, the Angel of the North.
As we approach Berwick, into view comes the Border Bridge
as it curves high above the river. From here the line runs for
miles along the cliff tops before descending to the Scottish
Lowlands to arrive at Waverley Station.
Day 2: Friday 25th June A day at leisure and the Forth
Bridge Specials
The first of two days to enjoy the many delights that Edinburgh
has to offer as well as the chance to make another railway
journey of a lifetime behind Flying Scotsman, this time over the
world-famous Forth Bridge. Sit back and relax whilst taking in
the views which on a clear day extends to more than 20 miles.

• 3 nights in Edinburgh

Day 3: Saturday 26th June A day at leisure in Edinburgh

• T
 wo full days in Edinburgh to visit the city’s attractions or
enjoy a steam-hauled journey over the Forth Bridge

After a leisurely breakfast in your hotel you are free to explore
this beautiful city which holds two UNESCO designations.
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Day 4: Sunday 27th June Edinburgh to London Euston
via The Settle & Carlisle Railway
After breakfast in our hotels we continue our journey with Flying
Scotsman, travelling West through the valley to Carstairs before
joining the West Coast mainline to the climb to Beattock.
After passing through the Southern uplands we join one of the
most famous routes in the world - The Settle and Carlisle Railway,
which twists and turns as it climbs up through the Eden Valley
before ascending to the highest point on England’s railways.
With its beautiful scenery and impressive architecture, including
the iconic Ribblehead Viaduct, this stunning line never disappoints.

Class of travel
Pullman Style Dining
LIMITED AVAILABILITY

Premier Dining
LIMITED AVAILABILITY*

Premium Standard

Soon we join the West Coast mainline and sadly say goodbye to
Flying Scotsman before being whisked back by a vintage diesel
or electric locomotive to London, arriving in the late evening.
Hotels:
Pullman Style Dining passengers will stay at The Scotsman Hotel.
Named for the ground-breaking national newspaper who took
up residence in these beautiful Baroque buildings, The Scotsman
of today is a luxury hotel. Premier Dining passengers will stay
at either the Hilton Carlton Hotel or the stylish Radisson Blu,
located in the heart of historic Royal Mile streets. Premium
Standard passengers will stay at a centrally located Ibis Hotel.

The Flying Scotsman to Edinburgh

Edinburgh is home to many interesting attractions from its iconic
medieval castle, Scotland’s crown jewels and the spooky St Mary’s
Close, a medieval underground street. Alternatively, join us on an
organised excursion. Excursions are likely to include coach trips to
Stirling Castle, a Forth boat cruise and the Royal Yacht Britannia.

All passengers who book hotel accommodation with Steam
Dreams will enjoy the added extra of a representative at
the hotel, transfers between the train or excursions and
luggage porterage to the hotel. Hotel accommodation is
booked on a bed and breakfast basis for all passengers.

Train only

Holiday price**

Single Supplement***

Table for
two Supplement

£899

£1,699

£580

£200

£699 £599

£1,199 £1099

£420

£100 Included

£369

£599

£175

-

*Special price for Premier Dining passengers seated in Tourist Open Carriages at a table for 4 for 2 people.
**per person, based on two sharing in a twin or double room. ***for a single room in hotels.
Payment schedule: 25% deposit payable upon booking, Further 25% due 7 January 2021, Final balance due 4 March 2021.
Book Now | Call: 01483 209 888 OR VISIT: www.SteamDreams.co.uk
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Barmouth Bridge

THE WELSH DRAGON

Day 1 – Saturday 4th September – London to
Shrewsbury via the Heart of Wales Line

Saturday 4 th September 2021 –
Wednesday 8 th September 2021

We depart from London Paddington, double-headed, in the
morning for an express run along the Great Western Main
Line towards the Welsh Border.

A brand-new tour for 2021, The Welsh Dragon is
planned to take in the most beautiful lines of Wales.
You will have three nights and two days exploring
Snowdonia and North Wales. Here you will have time
to enjoy the internationally famous Italianate village
of Portmeirion, visit beautiful houses and gardens or
indulge your passion for steam with visits to the many
great little railways of North Wales.
Highlights:
• S team hauled along the spectacular Heart of Wales and
Welsh Marches Lines
• Journey over the Barmouth Bridge
• Journeys along the stunning Cambrian Coast and North
Wales Coast
• T
 wo full days in Snowdonia to visit the area’s heritage
railways and attractions
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Leaving England, we are soon travelling along one of the most
beautiful and lesser known routes in Southern Britain. Sit back
and enjoy the relaxed pace of steam-hauled travel as we head
into Wales passing through the Capital City of Cardiff and on
towards the far West of the country.
At Pontarddulais we begin our journey over one of the most
remote and scenic railways in Britain, the Central Wales
line marketed now as The Heart of Wales, which sees only a
handful of single short passenger trains per day. This singletrack line passes through the Carmarthenshire Hills, the edge
of the Brecon Beacons and then heads straight through the
middle of the Black Mountains. As our two locomotives climb
the challenging gradients, wind their way around the hills
and cross the many majestic viaducts on the route, we are
surrounded by classic moor and mountain countryside dotted
with streams and jagged peaks.
We will chug into the market town of Shrewsbury by the evening.
From here passengers who have booked accommodation through
Steam Dreams will be taken on the short journey to their hotels.
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After breakfast in the hotels, there will be time to explore
the surrounding medieval streets and the Abbey and Castle
before we depart Shrewsbury, diesel hauled, for one of the
most beautiful journeys in Britain. We travel up through the
mountains of mid-Wales before we descend to the west side
of the country to Machynlleth, shortly before we reach the
coastline of the Irish Sea. For the rest of our journey we are
never more than a short distance from the sea as we climb
up and down cliffs. We then cross the world famous twomile-long Barmouth Bridge past the ancient capital of Wales,
Harlech, and turn sharply west towards the Lleyn peninsular
passing Porthmadog before arriving in Pwlhelli. From here,
passengers will be transferred to hotels in Snowdonia.
Days 3 & 4 – 6th & 7th September – Exploring Snowdonia
Snowdonia has so many famous tourist places to visit that
there really is something for everyone! For lovers of steam
railways there are of course several of the famous Little
Trains of Wales in the area. These include the Ffestiniog and
Welsh Highland Railway, a 24 mile long stretch of track that
cuts through Snowdonia from Porthmadog to Caernarfon and
the well known Snowdon Mountain Railway. As part of our
optional excursions it is likely we will be organising journeys
for our passengers on these railways.

Optional Excursions away from railways may include
visits to Bodnant Gardens, Puffin Island and some of the
beautiful castles of the region at Beaumaris and Penrhyn.

THE WELSH DRAGON

Day 2 – Sunday 5th September – Shrewsbury to Pwllheli

Day 5 – Wednesday 8th September – North Wales
to London
We meet at Holyhead, Bangor or Llandudno Junction and
set off, steam hauled, along the North Wales Coast line
which again runs eastwards along the shore line with views
to Snowdonia to the South before passing through Flint
and back into England at Chester and south to Shrewsbury.
For the second half of the day passengers will enjoy a
unique journey by steam as we head across the stunning
Welsh Marches with spectacular views of the Black
Mountains including the famous Sugar Loaf. We pass
Ludlow and Hereford to South Wales, crossing over the
River Wye with Chepstow Castle in full view and past
picture postcard views of the Bristol Channel. From
here we head back along the Great Western Main Line
to Reading and London Paddington as we did on day one,
arriving in the late evening.

Book Now | Call: 01483 209 888 OR VISIT: www.SteamDreams.co.uk
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Portmeirion

What’s included (train only)
• Journey from London Paddington to Shrewsbury on day 1
• Journey from Shrewsbury to Pwllheli on day 2
• Journey from North Wales to London Paddington on day 5
• D
 ays at leisure on days 3 & 4 when optional excursions will
be bookable at a later date (these are not included in the
price) Each excursion will have specific pick up point(s) as
appropriate for the location(s). Passengers are responsible for
making their own way to the designated pick up points.
• F or Premier Dining and Pullman Style Dining passengers:
Breakfast on day 1 served on board the train
• F or Premier Dining and Pullman Style Dining passengers:
Evening meals on days 1 and 5 served on board the train
What’s included (Holiday package)

• Transfers between the train and your hotel when appropriate
• A
 dedicated Steam Dreams representative at the hotel to
answer any questions you may have during your holiday
Hotels:
Pullman Style Dining passengers will spend their first night of
the holiday at the historic Grade II listed Prince Rupert Hotel in
the very heart of medieval Shrewsbury. In Wales, Pullman Style
Dining passengers will stay at the internationally famous Italianate
village of Portmeirion, where we have secured a limited number
of rooms. Alternatively, some passengers may stay at the nearby
Bron Eifion Country House Hotel. Set in 5 acres of tranquil
Welsh country estate, the elegant 19th-century hotel is a short
walk to the sea and offers fine dining and spacious bedrooms.

• Breakfast on days 2, 3, 4, and 5 in your hotel

Premier Dining passengers will stay at Albrighton Hall Hotel &
Spa, a beautiful 18th century manor house nestled in 15 acres
of grounds with an ornamental lake, just a few miles outside of
Shrewsbury. In Wales, Premier Dining passengers will stay at The
Château Rhianfa Hotel, a dramatic 19th-century French-style
chateau overlooking the Menai Strait.

• F or Premier Dining and Pullman Style Dining passengers:
Evening meals (excluding drinks) on days 2, 3 and 4 served
in hotels

Premium Standard passengers will stay at a centrally located
Premier Inn Hotel in Shewsbury and the Premier Inn or similar
in North Wales.

All of the above, plus:
• 1 night in Shrewsbury
• 3 nights in Snowdonia
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• Luggage porterage service between the platform and your
hotel
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THE WELSH DRAGON / What’s included / fares

HOLYHEAD

LLANDUDN
JUNCTION
CHESTER

BANGOR
PWLLHELI

SHREWSBURY

OUTWARD - DAY 1
LONDON TO SHREWSBURY

DAY 2

SHREWSBURY TO PWLLHELI

RETURN - DAY 5

HOLYHEAD TO PADDINGTON

PADDINGTON

SWANSEA
CARDIFF

Class of travel
Pullman Style Dining

BRISTOL

SWINDON

READING

Train only

Holiday price*

Single supplement**

Table for
two Supplement

£1,199

£2,250

£1,000

£250

Premier Dining

£999

£1,795

£425

£150

Premium Standard

£499

£899

£200

–

*per person, based on two sharing. **for hotels only.
Payment schedule: 25% deposit payable upon booking, further 25% due 20 March 2021, final balance due 15 May 2021.
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Brunel Bridge

Mayflower to Devon
& Cornwall
Tuesday 28 th September 2021 – Friday
1 st October 2021
As the heat of summer gives way to balmier days and
evenings join us on this spectacular trip to Devon
and Cornwall. Our very own steam locomotive
B1 Mayflower hauls us double-headed along this
picturesque route with spectacular views all the way
west. We will traverse the infamous Dawlish sea wall,
cross Brunel’s famous Saltash Bridge before arriving in
Penzance for our 3 night stay. Here you will have two
full days to discover the charm of Cornwall’s pretty
villages, ancient history, inviting beaches, rugged cliffs
and heritage railways.
For those passengers who would like an extra steam train
trip we will also be running 3 circular trips on Thursday 30th
September from Plymouth to Par again with steam on both
ends of the train which will no doubt attract quite a bit of
attention as we go!
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As with all our trips passengers will stay in some of the best
hotels Cornwall has to offer. Pullman Style Dining passengers
will enjoy The Carbis Bay, a luxurious coastal retreat set in 25
acres overlooking one of the world’s most beautiful bays. The
Treganna awaits passengers in Premier Dining. Overlooking
the coast of St Ives this 72 acre resort is the perfect place to
relax and unwind in your very own castle! Premium Standard
passengers will stay at the Premier Inn close to the stunning
St. Ives Bay.
Day 1: Tuesday 28th September 2021 – London
Paddington and Reading to Penzance via Dawlish
We head out from Paddington double-headed with Mayflower
and make our way westward to pick up at Reading before
immersing ourselves in glorious countryside views as we
travel through the counties of Berkshire and Wiltshire. Our
journey takes us along the picturesque Kennet and Avon
Canal with views to the White Horses before passing the
pretty town of Taunton. From here we head to the summit at
Whiteball Tunnel before descending into the Exe Valley where
we hope to take a short break in the Cathedral City of Exeter.
Here, passengers can stretch their legs with a walk down to
the Quay or wander to any of the fabulous sights Exeter has
to offer from its magnificent Cathedral to its many museums
and cafés.

Book Now | Call: 01483 209 888 OR VISIT: www.SteamDreams.co.uk

Our journey continues across the famous Saltash Bridge,
brilliantly designed by the genius of Brunel as we snake along
the corkscrew line to the Duchy of Cornwall. The last part of
our journey takes in some spectacular views from the famous
Royal Albert Bridge, Truro Cathedral from high above as we
cross over the city viaduct and St Michael’s Mount nestling in
the bay before we arrive in Penzance. From here passengers
staying with Steam Dreams will be taken on the short journey
to their hotels.
Day 2: Wednesday 29th September 2021
After a leisurely breakfast in the hotel, passengers will today
have the choice of joining us on an organised excursion or
relaxing and enjoying the facilities their hotel has to offer.

massive Biomes housing the largest rainforest in captivity.
If you are hankering after more steam travel discover the
excitement and nostalgia of the Bodmin & Wenford Railway,
Cornwall’s only full-size railway still operated by steam
locomotives. This picturesque 13 mile round trip journey
through the beautiful Cornish countryside will take you
back in time as you take in the sights, sounds and smells of
a bygone age.

Mayflower to Devon & Cornwall

We will then resume our journey heading West again before
what for many will be the highlight of the trip – travelling
double-headed along the famous Dawlish sea wall. From here
we continue across the edge of Dartmoor, climbing some of
the steepest mainline hills on the British railway network to
Plymouth where passengers can alight if they wish to arrange
their own accommodation for a stay in Plymouth.

For those opting to explore this charming region under
your own steam there is plenty to see and do in the
surrounding areas, including a day trip to the beautiful
seaside town of Padstow. With its lovely cobbled streets
and array of gift and craft shops there are plenty of
distractions to while away a few hours without even
noticing. For lovers of fish and seafood there are many
wonderful cafés and restaurants or if you have a sweet
tooth some fabulous ice cream shops and Cornish cream
teas to sample! For those feeling a bit more active there
is the short ferry journey across from Padstow to Rock
where you can go for a lovely beach stroll tide permitting.

For those wishing to join an organised excursion they
are likely to include The Lost Gardens of Heligan, with its
magnificent gardens and The Eden Project renowned for its

Book Now | Call: 01483 209 888 OR VISIT: www.SteamDreams.co.uk
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St Ives Bay

Day 3: Thursday 30th September 2021 – A day at
leisure in Cornwall or travel to Plymouth
Today passengers can choose to enjoy a day at leisure or
travel to Plymouth with us for a trip to remember. Top and
tailed with steam we are sure to attract many admiring glances
as we make our way from Plymouth to Par and back. We will
once again cross The Royal Albert Bridge (1859) a testament
to the engineering genius of Isambard Kingdom Brunel. One
of the greatest bridges in the world, it is unique in design,
unequalled in engineering and graceful in appearance and
provides far reaching views around us.
For those opting for a day at leisure there is the choice of two
of Cornwall’s most stunning bays within a short distance of
the hotels. The Bay of St Ives with its crescent-shaped beach
stretching for 6 miles and the equally impressive beach at The
Carbis Bay with its subtropical splendour, both of which would
provide the perfect backdrop to while away a few hours whilst
soaking up the late summer sunshine.
Day 4: Friday 1st October 2021

Hotels:
Pullman Style Dining passengers will stay at the Carbis Bay, a
luxurious coastal retreat with a privately owned 25-acre Blue
Flag beach, impeccable service, fine food, superb spa facilities
and breath-taking views across one of the world’s most
beautiful bays.
The Treganna Castle Resort awaits passengers in Premier
Dining. Overlooking the coast of St Ives this 72-acre resort is
the perfect place to relax and unwind in your very own castle!
Some passengers will also stay at the Carbis Bay (rooms will
be allocated based on class of travel).
Premium Standard passengers will stay at the Premier Inn in
Hayle or similar.
All passengers who decide to book hotel accommodation
with Steam Dreams will enjoy the added extra of a dedicated
representative at the hotel, transfers between the train and
excursions as well as hotel and luggage porterage to the hotel.
Hotel accommodation is booked on a bed and breakfast basis
for all passengers.

We head home today double-headed from Penzance along
the same route as our outward journey, arriving in London
Paddington with a drop off at Reading in the early evening.
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Holiday price*

Single Supplement**

Table for
two Supplement

£849

£1499

£750

£200

Premier Dining

£649

£1099

£450

£100

Premium Standard

£325

£599

£250

n/a

Pullman Style Dining

*based on two sharing in a twin or double room. Prices are per person
**for hotels

Mayflower to Devon & Cornwall / Fares

Train only to
Plymouth or Penzance

Class of travel

25% deposit payable upon booking, further 25% due 13 April 2021, final balance due 8 June 2021

Penzance

Plymouth

Book Now | Call: 01483 209 888 OR VISIT: www.SteamDreams.co.uk
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Terms & Conditions

• P assengers shall not smoke on-board the train or at stations; this includes the
use of e-cigarettes.

General Conditions
Steam Dreams will use its best efforts to ensure that the proposed locomotives,
coaching stock, route and times, all of which are dependent on third parties, run as
advertised but we reserve the right to amend or cancel any part of the tour at any
time. Steam Dreams cannot accept any responsibility for the action of third parties and
strongly recommends that all passengers take out travel/cancellation insurance. Charges
apply should passengers need to cancel or postpone their trip for whatever reason,
whether their plans change due to ill-health, travel issues or weather conditions. To
avoid disappointment or unnecessary expense, passengers are advised not to prebook transport links or accommodation, unless the costs associated with cancelling
these arrangements are covered by the passengers’ own insurance, as Steam Dreams
cannot be held liable for additional costs incurred in passengers’ travel plans.

• Passengers shall not be verbally or physically abusive to staff or other passengers.

Timings
Final timings and platform numbers are confirmed by Network Rail leading up to
each trip, advertised times in brochures and online are best estimates.
Steam Dreams will use its best endeavours to ensure the boarding/alighting stations
listed in its brochure and website are those which are used on the day. Occasionally
it is not possible for Network Rail’s final timings to include one or more of the
stations we have requested. In these circumstances, Steam Dreams will take
responsibility for arranging travel at no additional cost to/from passenger’s
chosen boarding/alighting station to an alternative station where the train stops
(usually by service train or road coach).
Steam Availability
Steam Dreams will use its best efforts to provide steam traction on trips rostered for
steam haulage, for the sector(s) advertised as such, but this cannot be guaranteed. On
occasion, a diesel or electric locomotive may be substituted, mainly due to fire risk,
drought, route restrictions or locomotive failure. All steam locomotives are subject to
a Fitness to Run (FTR) exam 24 hours prior to running on the main line, which means
it is sometimes necessary for a heritage diesel or electric substitute to be made at the
last minute. On some tours it may be necessary for a part of the journey to be diesel
or electric hauled; where possible this will be made clear at the time of booking but it
may be necessary for changes to be made at a later stage for operational reasons.
Diesel or Electric Assistance
On steam hauled trips, a heritage diesel or electric engine may be included
in the train in addition to the steam locomotive and at times be required to
provide assistance; no compensation will be offered in this instance.
Traveller Mobility and Storage Onboard
Steam Dreams use heritage carriages from the 1950’s & 60’s and are unable to
provide step free access to board our train. Passengers must be able to step up into the
carriage from platform level and walk through multiple carriages to their allocated seat
unassisted. Due to restrictive access to seating areas and toilets, it is not possible for
walking frames, wheelchairs and mobility scooters to be used on-board the train. There
is limited space on board to store wheelchairs or pushchairs, so please ensure you are
able to collapse either of these and we will store in an appropriate space. Motorised
wheelchairs are not permitted on board and cannot be stored for safety reasons.
Passengers booked on optional excursions must be able to board a road coach
and walk up to 500 yards. Some excursion venues may not feature step free
access and passengers may be required to walk up several flights of steps.
Passengers with mobility difficulties or with a mobility aid to store must
make Steam Dreams aware at least two weeks prior to the date of the tour.
Wheelchairs, walking frames to be stored on-board for use off the train must be
of the fold-up variety. In the event of any uncertainty, we would advise passengers
to discuss their requirements with the Booking Office at the time of booking to
avoid disappointment. Passengers or someone within their party must be held
responsible to fold and make the mobility aid or pushchair ready to be stored.
Covid-19 Precautions
Please rest assured we are committed to creating a safe and welcoming
environment on board, whilst adhering to the latest Government guidelines.
We will be in touch with all customers prior to your trip, with further
information about what to expect on board and what to bring with you.
Dining on board
We endeavour to ensure the delivery of the dining service for each class as listed
in our publicity material and on our website. On-board services are dependent on
our train timetable, giving consideration to departure time, booked stops and final
timings provided by the rail network, which may alter the service we can provide.
Should this be the case, we will advise you in advance of your trip with us.
Steam Dreams will endeavour to cater for dietary requirements when given prior notice
at the time of booking, but cannot guarantee that all our food will be totally free of specific
allergens (such as nut, garlic or gluten) as it is prepared and cooked in kitchens where
traces of allergens may be found. For those who have dietary requirements and have not
advised 48 hours prior to travel, we will have a limited supply of alternatives available
and will endeavour to provide you with the best possible alternative dining experience.
Conditions of Carriage
During the trip passengers are required to observe the conditions of carriage listed below;
• P
 assengers must observe all instructions provided to them either in writing
or verbally by staff or volunteers from Steam Dreams, Network Rail or any
Train Operating Company prior to or during the journey.
• Passengers shall not hinder the safe operation of the train or the railway in any way.
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In the event that these conditions are breached Steam Dreams reserves the
right to remove the offending passenger(s) from the train. In the event of
passengers being removed from the train for breaking these conditions no
refund or compensation shall be offered.
In addition to the above conditions of carriage all journeys on the railway are
also subject to the Railway Byelaws.
Payments
Customer Payments
All online bookings may be paid for by debit or credit cards. Other payment
methods including paying by bank transfer, cash, cheque* or vouchers are
available for telephone bookings only, although cleared funds must be received
at least 14 days prior to travel. Cash payments may be made by arrangement
with the Booking Office or with staff on the day.
Outstanding balances should be paid in full by the date shown on your invoice
to ensure your booking is not cancelled. If you have not yet paid the full amount,
please contact the Booking Office on 01483 209888 before this date to make
your payment.
*We are unable to accept bookings to be paid by cheque less than 21 days prior
to departure.
Vouchers
All Steam Dreams vouchers and third party vouchers must be redeemed against a
booking through the Booking Office by telephone and cannot be used for online
bookings or on-board purchases. In the event of a customer cancellation, the
charges in the cancellation/transfer conditions stated below will apply. Vouchers
are non-refundable. In the event of a booking paid for by voucher being cancelled
by Steam Dreams, or the customer, the remaining value, after any charges, may
only be transferred into a new Steam Dreams voucher valid for one year.
Third party vouchers may only be redeemed on particular trips, as specified by
Steam Dreams.
Discounts & Credit Notes
Discounts and credit notes must be redeemed through the Booking Office by
telephone and may only be used against bookings made after the date of issue
and cannot be retrospectively added to any previous bookings. In the event of
a customer cancellation, any discount or credit note will not be reinstated for
future use. In the event of cancellation by Steam Dreams any discounts or credit
notes issued as a form of compensation will be reinstated with one additional
year for use; all other discounts and credit notes will be considered null and void.
Customer Insurance
We strongly recommend that you arrange for a suitable travel insurance
covering all eventualities.
Customer Transfers
Customer transfers will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.
Customer Booking Amendments
Steam Dreams does not charge for changes of passenger name, catering requirements,
boarding or alighting point or other alterations which make no changes to booking value.
Should the customer choose to amend their booking to a higher priced ticket,
add additional passengers or optional extras no additional fee will be levied,
beyond the revised cost of the booking.
Should the customer choose to change their class of travel, destination, boarding
point or otherwise change to a lower priced ticket the following fees for customer
transfers would apply. Should the customer choose to cancel one or more seats or
optional extras on a booking the following fees for customer cancellation apply.
Cancellations more than 24 weeks prior to travel - no charge
Cancellations between 24-16 weeks - 50% fee (loss of deposit)
Cancellations less than 16 weeks prior to travel - 100% fee
Steam Dreams Cancellation
Should Steam Dreams cancel a tour in its entirety for any reason before the start of
the journey, customers may be offered the opportunity to transfer to an alternative
trip or receive a full refund of any card, bank transfer, cheque or cash payments made
directly on the booking. Any payments by voucher, discount or credit note are subject
to the restrictions detailed in the appropriate above sections. Cancellation may occur
at any time for a variety of reasons including but not limited to locomotive availability,
crew availability, pathing, adverse weather and engineering works.
Steam Dreams cannot accept any liability for additional costs incurred due to cancellation.
Customer Feedback
We welcome all feedback from our passengers and use it as a means to
constantly review and improve our service.
During your time with us, if we can make your experience better in any way,
please give us the opportunity to do this on the day. We have a Head of Passenger
Services and a host on every trip, so please bring any issue to their attention. We will
do our best to rectify wherever possible and within our control. We will not take
into consideration any complaints received retrospectively which are relating to
issues not raised at the time, that could have been resolved during the day of travel.
Terms & Conditions updated 30.7.2020 and supersedes any previous
Terms & Conditions provided by the company.
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•	A team of helpful staff both on board the train and at
each hotel to ensure you have a memorable and enjoyable
journey with us
•	A glossy Souvenir Guide with details of routes, places
of interest and your Day-by-Day guide

“My parents have had the most wonderful time - it really was a
trip of a lifetime! From start to finish the whole trip with Steam
Dreams has been fantastic: the vintage carriage/seats were
beautiful, all the Steam Dreams staff so friendly and helpful, the
food and service amazing, the hotel and room at the Balmoral
just stunning!”
Louise from York
“Many thanks to all the team, their excellent organisation in
all respects and the service they gave. I hope to make many
more trips in the future.”
Susan from Reading

Terms & Conditions / Why Steam Dreams / Testimonials &USPS

What makes Steam
Dreams Holidays by
Steam so special?

•	Coach transfers between the train and Steam Dreams
hotels, where applicable
•	Luggage porterage service for passengers on the
hotel package
Hear from previous passengers:
“It was very well arranged, and the staff were very helpful as
always. The journeys were on schedule and the hotel well chosen.
Scenery was unparalleled.”
Bruce from South Africa

Book Now | Call: 01483 209 888 OR VISIT: www.SteamDreams.co.uk
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THE KIWI EXPLORER
SATURDAY 22ND OCTOBER - THURSDAY 10TH NOVEMBER 2022
Fares from £6995
Please call the booking office to request a brochure
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